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Access Control

General
All users are assigned a personal identity based on their e-mail address and strong passwords in 
most systems. Systems supporting our centrally managed directory service will use user accounts 
from the directory service rather than local accounts.

Streamio:
All accounts have a “Primary User” that can control user access to the Streamio account. The same 
user can access multiple accounts, and different Streamio accounts within an organization can have 
other Primary users. It is not recommended to use functional accounts that more than one user can 
access since actions cannot be traced to a user account.

Storage and backup
General
System that Rackfish are responsible for, for example, shared system such as DNS or shared hosting 
servers, internal systems such as payment systems is backed up to our secondary data center that is 
geographically dispersed from our primary data center.  

IaaS-services
For infrastructure services, such as servers, backup is performed according to the agreement. 
Without backup services, no backups are taken.

Streamio
Systems data such as accounts, the system, and metadata are backed up. Media uploaded to the 
service is stored with triple redundancy, i.e., kept on three separate storage servers, providing 
security for data-or hardware failures. Other media backup services are not included, and deleted 
files are immediately and irrevocably deleted.
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Communications 
General
We are actively working on encrypting all communications, both internally and externally. We are 
working with different levels of protection against attacks, from network-based DDOS protection to 
firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems, and web application firewalls.

IaaS and shared services
Rackfish recommends using encryption on all services open on a server and for websites on shared 
systems. The clients’ responsibility is to ensure that this is enabled since problems could arise with 
mandatory encryption enabled.bled.

Streamio
In Streamio, the application is forced to SSL encryption, while published data is available both with 
and without SSL encryption for legacy reasons.

Logging 
General
Rackfish is logging events in our systems, including access, network traffic, and login information 
to facilitate billing of services (which might require storing some log files for a prolonged time), 
troubleshooting, and traceability of security events.

Logging is carried out on several levels; in networking equipment, firewalls, and other security 
systems and servers (for example, web servers and databases). Rackfish also logs events on internal 
and shared systems such as control panels and DNS. Rackfish should permanently delete logs 
within 24 months.

Shared services
For shared services, we follow Rackfish policy by deleting logs within 24 months.

IaaS
For Infrastructure services, clients are responsible for making sure operating systems and services 
installed are handling logs correctly. If Rackfish manages the service, the client is responsible for 
requesting logging according to the client organization's policy.

Streamio
Streamio logging policy follows Rackfish's general logging policy.

Deletion
Storage media that is decommissioned will be destroyed so that data cannot be reconstructed.  



Software Updates 
General
Rackfish has a strict update policy where security updates have a very high priority to minimize 
the window for when an unpatched system is vulnerable. If possible, security updates should be 
deployed automatically.


IaaS

Clients are responsible for keeping infrastructure services, such as reversing, up to date, and 
ensuring known security vulnerabilities are patched. Rackfish usually delivers servers with 
automatic updates enabled. Suppose the client, so requests or changes settings to not follow 
updates. In that case, the client is responsible for the consequences, which might lead to services 
being shut down without economic compensation to the client, as well as work from Rackfish 
could be billed.


Training 

Rackfish personnel should actively work with all security issues and update routines and 
instructions. News, such as discovered vulnerabilities, should immediately be shared with all 
affected personnel to keep the staff updated. Training is held continually to ensure all affected 
personnel is informed and trained in handling security.
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